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IMPACT urges safe drinking
Mike Madden

Staff Writer

October is IMPACT Month, a
time to promote alcohol awareness at
the University of Missouri-Rolla. The
goal of this year's IMPACT(Intelligent
Miners Promoting Alcohol Concern
Together) month is " to work toward
reducing alcohol use through education, to promote low-risk decisions and
healthy lifestyles, and to increase
awareness of alcohol-abuse prevention and intervention services available on campus and in the commun ity", says Stephanie Franklin,
wellness coordinator for the Division
of Student Affairs.
Franklin works with UMR
TECHS Peer Educators and other
student organizations to coordinate
IMPACT Month
activiiies.
Oncampus activities durin~ IMPACT
Month include: "How to Be the Life of
the Party", an educational program
presented by UMR TECHS Peer

Educators at 9:00 on Tuesday, October
3 at the Quadrangle Residence Halls
on 10 and State streets. The American
Heart Association sponsored " Heart
Walk" at 2:00 p.m . on Sunday,
October 8 at Ber Juan Park. SUB held
a comedy nightclub: with comedian
Pat McCurdy at 8:30 p.m . Thursday,
October 12 in the University CenterEast Cafeteria. The St. Pat's Celebration Committee and UMR's Interfraternity Council served non-alcoholic
"mocktails" starting at 8:00 p.m.
Likewise, a campus "diversity
dance" sponsored by Da Vinci Society
and the office of student activities will
run from 8:30-11:30 p.m. on Saturday,
October 14 in Centennial Hall. A
simulated car crash, sponsored by
UMR's Residence Hall Association,
will be on a date and location to be
anno unced later. Also during IMPACT Month, the Quadrangle Hall
Association will post alco hol statistics
on gravestones around campus, a
"booze bowl" , a college- bowl format
quiz on alcohol awareness, and a
breakfast bike ride. In addition, UMR

See Impact, page 8

Future students visit UMR RHA sponsors Medieval festival this weekend
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Saturday, October 14 was UMRolla Day. It was a day for high
school students and their parents to
preview the campus and its many
services and activities. The objective
was to show off the university and let
prospective students know that UMR
is one of the best schools in the Midwest for science and engineering.
UMR students and staff were on
hand to answer questions about UMR
and tours of each academic department were given with labora tory
demonstrations and displays. Special
tours included visits to the UMR
Nuclear R eacto r and the tours

through the Music department.
Many other presentations were
also available to the prospective students. Some were made by the admissions and fmancial aid departments, athletics, co-<>p training, fraternities and sororities, freshman engineering, the honors program, housing; ROTC, music and theater, and
student activities. A prese ntation
stressing parents and their concerns
was held in Leach Theater in Castleman Hall as well.
Students also attended this preview to take the Miner Scholarship
Examination for some additio nal financial aid.
This was the first of many preview programs that the university
will be holding throughout the school
year to let high school seniors know
what UMR has to offer.

Amy Jones

Starr Writer

Ever dreamed of belonging to a
royal court?
Wished you could
challenge an opponent to a sword
fight? Longed to dance Medievalstyle? This Saturday, your dreams just
might come true.
The Residence Hall Association
will hold a Medieval Festival Saturday, October 21, in the quad. A roast
pig feast, which may be purchased on a
meal plan, will be served between 5:30
and 7 :30 p.m., and participants will
have a host of other activities,
including dancing and booths, to chose
from between 7 p.m. and midnight.

"The Festival allows people to
enjoy doing things they normally
wouldn't do, such as sword fighting,
running for king or queen, leaming
how to 'Medieval dance or even
picking up some pointers on how to
fence," Amanda Holman, who originateO and organized the idea said.

"The festival allows
people to enjoy doing
things they normally
wouldn't do."
-Amanda Holman
The Festival will consist of a
variety of game booths run by campus
organizations and Medieval performances by the Madrigal singers, the
fencing club, the juggling club and a
mystety jester.

"The original idea was to get
everyone involved," Holman said.
"We asked fraternities and sororities
along with many campus organizations such as AFL and the Wesley
Foundation to help run carnival-type
game booths."
An interest in the time period and
a past success in a similar venture in a
smaller venue inspired Holman to try
the Medieval Festival on campus. "I
thought I'd try it on a larger scale
here," she said. 'The response has
been awesome."
Jeff Fischer, another student who
is helping organize the event, hopes all
students will attend this year's fair: " I
hope that everyone stops by to see
what it 's like and join in the
festivities." He went on to add that,
"there will be a lot of unique events
that I think they will enjoy."
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What's Up at UMR
All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all changes to the aforementioned office.

7:30 pm: St. Pat s Committee
Meeting, 107C ME Annex

6:00 pm: Wesley Dinner and
Chapel, Wesley House

Next Wednesday

Friday

8:30 pm: Omega Sigma Meeting,
204 McNutt

12:00 pm: UMR Booster Club
meeting, G&D Stealchouse

Wednesday

6:00 pm: Voices of Inspiration
Choir College Retreat, Centennial

. Monday

1:30 pm: UMR Civil Engineering
seminar, "Quality Assurance in
Planning and Design," 114 CE

7:00 pm: Newman Center Social
Night, Newman Center

12:00 pm: Toastmasters International meeting, Missouri

7:00 pm: Show-Me Anime Meeting, 204 McNutt

4:30 pm: UMR Chemistry ACS
seminar, "Atoms and Ethics," G-3
Schrenk

2:30 pm: StuCo Lawyer, Walnut
6:00 pm:

Wesley Foundation
Breakaway, Wesley House

7:00 pm: SUB Movie: Batman
Forever, 104 ME

7:00 pm: ASCE Meeting, 114 CE

-' ..

7:00 pm: Raiders, Wilderness Survival Training, 302 Harris
7:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer,

Washington University, UMR Soccer
Complex
7:00 pm:

Roller Skating with UMR
T.E.C.H.S., TLC Skate Center
8:00 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting,
215 ME
8:00 pm: Tau .Beta Sigma Meeting,
216 ME
9:00 pm:

Newman Center Mass,
Newman Center

Thursday
12:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship Bible Study, Walnut
12:30 pm: Newman Center Scripture Study, Newman Center
1:30pm: UMRAcademicCouncil
meets, G-5 H-SS
3:30 pm: UMR Electrical Engineering Department Power Engineering
seminar, 103 EE

8:00 pm: SUB concert, "Belly,"
Multi-Purpose Bldg
8:00 pm: UMR Campus Performing Arts Series presents " La
Boheme," Leach Theatre,
Castleman
9:00 pm: SUB Movie: Batman
Forever, 104 ME

Saturday
8:00 am - 6:30 pm: Voices of
Inspiration Choir College Retreat,
Centennial
9:00 am: UMR Parents' Day registration, Leach Theatre Lobby,
Castleman
1:30 pm: UMR' Miner football,
Central Missouri State University,
Jackling Field
5:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer, Northeast Missouri State University, UMR Soccer Complex
6:00 pm: Gospel Extravaganza,
Centennial
7:00 pm: SUB Movie: Batman
Forever, 104 ME

4:00 ' pm:
UMR Physics'
8:00 pm: SUB: The Spencers Colloquium, "Binary NucleationIllusionists, Leach Theatre,
Untangling the
Castleman
Web ofinconsistencies," 104 Physics
9:00 pm: SUB Movie: Batman
Forever, 104 ME
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship Meeting, Mark Twain

Sunday

6:30 pm: American Nuclear Society Meeting, 227 Fulton
7:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship Meeting, Meramac
7:00 pm: Railroad Club Meeting, Silver & Gold

2:00 pm: Chinese Student Association Classes, 105, 117 ME
4:00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha Meeting, Silver & Gold
5:00pm: Newman Center Student
Mass, St. Patrick s Church

7:30 pm: In Celebration of Native
Americans, Native American
dancers, Centennial

8:00 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting, 215 ME
5:00 pm: UMR Miner soccer,
University of Missouri-St. Louis, 5
8:00 pm: Tau Beta Sigma Meetp.m.,
ing, 216 ME
UMR Soccer Complex
9:00 pm: Newman Center Mass,
6:00 pm: Wesley Foundation - Newman Center
Breakaway, Wesley House

Announcements/
6:30 pm: Phelps County Sheriff
Department Benefit Concert feaFinancial Aid
8:00 pm: SUB presents National turing "Mike Bishop and Sweet ' n'
Shakespeare Company perfor- Sassy" along with "Country
HOMECOMING POINTS TOP 15
mance of "Hamlet," Leach The- ;rime," Leach Theatre, Castleman
I. Beta Sigma Psi 593
atre, Castleman
2. Sigma Pi 545
7:00 pm: AGe Meeting, 114 CE 3. Pi Kappa Alpha 535
5:30 pm: Gamma' Beta Sigma
4. Kappa Delta 355
Meeting, Mark Twain
7:00 pm: AIChE Meeting, 104 4. Pi Kappa Phi 355
ME
5. Sigma Phi Epsilon 325
6:00 pm: Independents Governors
6. Zeta Tau Alpha 305
Meeting, Silver & Gold
7:30 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer, University of Missouri-St.
. 7:00 pm: National Society of Louis, UMR Soccer Complex
see Aid, page 17
Black Engineers Meeting, 204
McNutt
7:00 pm:
ME
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SUB: GOTCHA, 104

Tuesday
11:30 am: UMR Civil Engineering Graduate seminar, "Interdisciplinary
Research in Smart Structures," 217
CE
12:30 pm: International Students Workshop on resume
writing, interviewing, and COC
resources and services, 204
McNutt

1

4:30 pm: Student - MST A Meeting, G-8 H-SS
6:30 pm: Student Council Meeting, 204 McNutt
6:30 pm: Tau Beta Pi Meeting,
114 CE
7:00 pm: UMR Fall Film Series,
"Red Rock West," 104 ME
7:30 pm: St. Pat s Committee
Meeting, 107C ME Annex
8:00 pm:
Meramac

Chi Alpha Meeting ,

8:00 pm: Circle K Meeting, Missouri
8:00 pm: SUB Comedian: Peter
Berman, UCE Cafeteria
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Unfair? Maybe Not
This is a quick response to the
editorial entitled "Unfair Treatment"
in last week's Miner. The editorial
challenged the VCR checkout proce·
dure at the Quad. Currently, TV s and
VCRs can only be checked out by RAs
or hall government representatives.
This policy was set last year by QHA.
The reason for the policy was simple.
The primary purpose for the equipment is for house or hall-wide sociaV
programming activities. These events
have priority. Since RAs or hall reps
are the ones who normally put on these
activities, they are allowed to check
them out In addition, these individuals are more likely to ensure safe use of
the equipment because they are elected
by students to a responsible position.
The secondary purpose for using
the equipment is for personal use. As
stated, to do this, a resident must consult their RA or hall rep to check oilt the
equipment. I admit that this may be

silly, but the policy was set this way so
that priority was given to larger activities. Also, should a problem occur, a
responsible position (and not just an
ID) is on the line.
In short, I understand the complaint
made. However, much can be done
about the policy. Every year in the
halls, we see complaints on things.
Unfortunately, these problems don't
get solved by an editorial. The way to
confront an issue or solve a problem in
the halls is to bring it up at a QHA,
TIHA, or RHA meeting. That is the
purpose of the meetings. I encourage
any and aU "random Quad (or TJ) residents" to take advantage of the voice
offered to them. Hall government can
be a means to "fair treatment," but only
if you use it Use it!
Respectfully,
Random RHA Co-Chair & former
QHA President
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My two cents worth
Last week there were many opin- foot of the bed, why did the police
ions about the OJ trial. There was one accidentally look over them the first
article that discussed the unlikely pos- time they searched the house. When
sibility that some racist police officer they did fmaUy fmd the socks, the did
would actually be able to take the blood not fmd blood on them the first time,
of OJ to the scene of the crime. In fact, but the second time, and then it was
this was the first time in fifteen years microscopic specs of blood.
that the investigating officer took the
The outcome of the trial did not
sample of blood to the scene of the bother me, what does is the people who
crime. The bloody socks is another one complain about how unj ust the trial
of the main topics in the trial. If the was because they only heard small bits
socks were such an important fact in • and pieces of the trial.
the case, and they were found at the
Anonymous Reader
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HAIR 'SKIN-COSM ETICS

AT OUR SALON PERMED HAIR
IS SOFT, STRONG &SEXY!

Mandarjn Oarden

Whether i~s been colored or liighlighted.
Whether i~s fine or coarse. We carefully select the
MATRIX ESSENTIALS ultra-conditioning perm
that's exactly right for your hair type, history and
desired 100k,'CalI today for your FREE
Personalized Perm Design Consultation.

Authentic Chinese Restaurant

Hair Masters
900 N. Rolla Street, Rolla, Missouri
(314) 364-0707
20% Off All First Time Chemical Services

•

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

•

M.S. Engineering· Ph.D. Engineering· Ph.D. Science

10% OFF

for UMR STUDENTS & FACULT Y! !
Free Eggroll or Soup with Carry Out Order!
Seafood Supplied During Di nn er Buffe t
50 Alternate Ite ms Dail y
Free Drink Refil ls
Mastercard and Vi sa Acceptabl e

212 s. Highway 63 364-9610

Walk-If/S ~ho/W6'
'7~
next to Domino's

Hai' Cuts

Manimres
Smlphnd Nah
Student Ilismm

Perms
Hair Color
Highlites

Ear Pierdng

THE GEM DIFFERENCE

,.

-

GEM makes a difference by offering graduate study opportunities in engineering and
the natural sciences to American Indians,
Black Americans, Mexican Americans,
Puerto Ricans and other Hispanic Americans.
GEM 's portable fellowships include
tuition, fees, stipend at one of over 80
universities and paid summer intemships
with the nation's top research and development laboratories. GEM is promoting
access and success.
For more information or to receive an application, contact:

The GEM Center· P.O. Box 537 • Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 287-1097' FAX (219) 287-1486· email: gem.l@nd.edu
Deadline for application is December 1.

I.
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PROffSSlonflL nfTWORK
flSSOClflTlOn, inC.
P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETIS 02119
(617) 361-3631

I'

. Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.

THAT

The secret in locating money for colle,ge, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.

REALLY

This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs.

COUNTS

Corporations, Trusts," Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships?and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.

,---------------------------------------,
I
I

I
I

"" ORDER FORM =
I
Please send me a copy of the Scholarship Directory - Enclosed is $25.00 I
Name: _______________________________________________________

I
I
I
I

Whatever causes you
are giving to now, set a
goal to increase your
giving to a level that will
make a permanent and
positive difference. Give
Five - 5 hours a week
and 5% of your income.
The rewards will make
you feel like a winner
every day of your life.
For more information,
call 1-800-55-GfVE-5.

I

Address: _____________________________________________________

I

City:

I
I

I

I
I

.

State:

Zip

L ______ ~ROFESSIONA~N~TW~~ASSO~ATION,~C . :!.O. BO~ 19096~ ~O~T~N.:...MA

02~9_..J

.-con

Five hours a week and lilI:IOI
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The Perfect Time for Green
Brian Gosnell

starr Writer

The cold, fall weather is starting to
set in here in Rolla, and you're looking
for the perfect thing to keep the chill
off. Well, what could be better than the
1996 SI. Pat's Green? It's the perfect
fall clothing, and it'll come in really
handy during our cold Rolla winters.
The St. Pat's Committee is at the Puck
every school day from 8:30until3:30 so
you can always get your Green when
you want it. Sweatshirts are still only
$19, or $20 for XXI... Keep an eye out
because children's sizes will be in

••
•c

soon. Also, every Friday is Green Day
so show your St. Pat's spirit and wear
your '96 Green.
The St. Pat's Committee also encourages you to go to the Belly Concert
this Friday the 20th. It's parents weekend, so there's no parties going on and '
it's a great thing to take your family to .
if they're coming down Friday. Belly
will also bring two opening bands, so
you'll be getting three bands for only'
$10. You better hurry, though: the $10
student ticket price (limit two tickets
per student ill) are only good until:
Thursday. On the day of the show
you'lliiave to pay the $15 general price.
So pick up your Green today, go to the
Belly concert, and get psyched up because the Best Ever St Pat's '96 is only
148 DAZE AwayL

Cutting-Edge Group Enters
Its Second Semester
All For Love

SOURCE

Charles Janson

As k M e Anything ...
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Greetings, one and all!!! I hope
y'all had a good week and- a good
weekend. Personally, I enjoyed myself, but that's a whole other article,
some other time.
Well, I told you last week that I
was going to go off on my own and find
my own things to write about, and
even though it wasn't a threat, some of
you took it ~at way and started giving
me questions : Good, but you're just
going to have to wait until I've finished
out my list of questions.
So, this week begins what I hope
will be a two-parter on a subject that is
very near and dear to almost everyone
on campus ... Parking and Ticketing.
I went over to the UMR Police
Departme nt in the Health Services
Building and talked to Lisa Olds, the
Parking Clerk for this campus . For
starters, I found out that currently (as
of September 13) all the University
permitted parking lots are at capacity.
And, in case yo u were curious, there
are 682 red lot permits, 392 gold lot
permits, and 30 I silver lot permits
which cost $74. 16/yr, $60.00/yr, and
$44. 16/yr, respective ly. Ms. aids
stated that the permit prices did not
increase this year, but they did increase over last year (the percent
increase was unavailable at interview

time, though.). Ms. aids stated that
the revenue from permit sales went to
parking lot maintentance and snow
removal as the department has to pay
for those out of the Departmental
Budget.
I also found out some information
on another aspect that is dear to anyone that has ever gotten a parking
ticket - paying for them . According to
University Parking Policy, you have
seven days from the date of your ticket
to pay for the ticket or appeal. The
appeal is available if you think there
are extenuatin g circumsta nces that
should be considered that would allow you to n~t have to pay for the
ticke!.' If you choose to appeal the
ticket, you need to go over to the
"Parking Lot Operations" Office in the
Health Services Building to fill out an
appeals form. You can fill out the
form right there or yo u can take it
home, but it does need to be turned in
before the seven day grace period expires - otherwise you will be expected
to pay for the ticket. lf yo u fail to pay
the ticket on time, your student account at the Cashier's Office will be
charged the amount of the ticket and if
you fail to pay, you may not be able to
get things like your grades or your
diploma.

However, if you appeal the ticket,
your appeal will go before the UMR
Parking Committe e and they will vote
on the appeal and then you are notified
via postcard on the outcome. If you
aren't happy with the decision (you
lose) you can re-appeal to the committee again, but you must furnish new
information regarding the ticket. If
your appeal is denied once again, you
can have a fina l appeal to the
Chancellor's Office, but, once again
you must have even more new information .

All For Love is starting off its
second semester. All For Love is a
student-ru n abstinenc e support
group whose primary goal is to
provide an atmosphere where students can function without pressures. AFL also wants to get the
word out about the facts of sexual
activity on campus: not everyone is
doing it. Many incoming students
get the wrong impression that
sexual activity is prevalent. AFL
aims to educate students about the
many benefits of sexual abstinence.
Students choose abstinence for a
variety of reasons . For many,
morality is the most important one.
Others feel that sexual intimacy
belongs only in a serious relationship, that commitment is the
deciding factor. Perhaps the most
obvious reason to abstain is to
prevent pregnancy and avoid sexu-

ally transmitted diseases. As well,
not having sex protects emotionally:
becoming close to someone sexually
opens up a large part of ourselves
and intense (emotional) pain is
more likely if something goes
wrong.
This type of support group is
quite new on college campuses
across the nation. All For Love was
used as an example of innovative
programs regarding sexual abstinence in a seminar on Sexual
Abstinence on College Campuses at
the American College Health Association annual conference in May,
1995, which was held in Chicago.
The seminar was presented at the
conference by a school in Pennsylvania.
All For Love, lead by President
Jennifer Marshall, has many ideas
for the upcoming year. Activities
will include: a mountain-biking
excursion, a camping trip, a
student-debate on the issue of
abstinence, various open discussions, and a pizza-party. AFL meets
every Friday afternoon at 3:30 in the
Silver & Gold Room of UC-East.

Another interestin g tidbit I
learned from Ms . aids is that the
University has a policy that requires
all students operating a motor vehicle
to register their vehicle with the UMPolice. Ms. aids explained that the L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _....~----....
registratio n sticker is a last-ditch
method for the University to get in
touch with the student if there is a
parking problem.
An example of the type of problem
was highlighted by the example she
gave me: What if the road your car is
parked on is slated to be paved or
worked on by the city and the Department of Motor Vehicles Registration
computer is down, or the car isn't

see Ask Me, page 16
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Now Where Did I Put
fhat 5tudent HandboOk?
I was browsing through our UMR you too. Otherwise, how do you expect
student handbook the other day. Haye to really get help? There are some
you read yours? There' is some very other tips that boil down to common
courtesy' between two extremely busy
inter';'ting information in there.
For instance, there on pages 9 and . people - you and that advisor.
Computers are vital to most stu10 are answers to some questions that
I have thought about before, but didn't dents. There is a section on the comwant to appear stupid and ask some- puting services available to us. Did
one. (The only stupid question is the you know there are educational disone unasked.) Where can 19o to get a counts offered for purchasing yourown
large amount of copying done? The set up? They will even help you configsemester is too long and I am too short ure a system suited just to your needs.
When was the last time you thought
of money. WherecanIgoforhelp? My
friends and I want to canoe the about your responsibilities as a UMR
Maremac this weekend. Where can we student? I'll bet you have had more
get equipnemt? And lots more ques- experience thinking and talking about
your rights! Look on page 23 to see
tions/answers.
There has been a LOT of interest what your expectations should be and
lately in the allocation of student fees. continue reading to see just what are
Page 13 has a breakdown for you. We your rights and your responsibilities.
I could do an entire article on the
all scream and cry about our money
being used, but do you really know student involvement and organizations
where it goes? Get educated about the section of the handbook. Each week
issue; then look into doing something we get excellent coverage by this campus newspaper as we are alerted to
about it if you don't like the set-up.
The next area I like is on page 16. happenings on campus; however, I had
There I fmd a definition of the aca- never thought collectively about all the
demic advisor procedure. Signifi- things available which enhance the
cantly, the first thing under the heading overall academic experience here at
"You should:" states you' need to make UMR. I am impressed at any rate.
You are really encouraged to get
contact with and get to know your
advisor. He/she needs to get to know involved with campus happenings.

SUBconscious

On Friday, October 20, The tional Shakespeare CompanyStudent Union Board will be present- America's finest touring classical theThe social incentives are good enough. ing Belly live in concert with special atre troup-begins at8:00pm in Leach
Meet people and make new friends by guest Catherine Wheel. Tickets are on Theatre. Dr. Knight will be speaking
joining one of the many organizations sale now at the UC-East ticket window at Hamlet at 7:00pm in' Castleman
that is actively seeking members. ' and are $10 each with a student ID.
Hall. Get your tickets now at the UCChallenge yourself to go beyond yourSo, who is Belly? Rolling West ticket windoW, free with student
self and your own little world. Make it Stone put it this way: "Belly helped ID.
a bigger and better world. It is so hard kick-start the mainstream mania for all
Looking for something to
to say, but life is not all study, you things alternative." · You can hear do with your parents? Take them to
know.
Belly for yourself every day this week The Spencers! The Spencers are dyOf course, in keeping with the tone at the Puck. Our fearless tech crew namic entertainers who combine
of these articles, dear reader, I must say will be on the roof of UC-West blasting state-of-the-art illusions with comedy,
that campus involvement prepares you tracks from Belly's latest release, music, and one-of-a-kind special effor that real world I keep harping about. "King," and older material from their fects. The Spencers perform at
You may join and participate "just for earlier album "Star."
8:00pm on Saturday, October 21, in
the resume," but I would bet that before
If chissical theatre is more Leach Theatre. Tickets are free for
long, you participate for YOU. Theone ' your taste, don't miss Hamlet on Octo- students and $3.00 each for the genwho gives most often receives more - ', ber 23. This performance by the Na- eral public.
much more. I especially like the last ' L..________________________-""
sentence in the box on page 41: "It is
your responsibility to plan events or
change policies so that UMR reflects
the students' needs." To this I can only
say AMEN!
Has your curiosity been piqued? I'
hope so. Now go through that stack of .
papers and magazines stuffed way
back under your bed. You really plan
to read those things some day . Find
that handbook and discover what is
available on campus to inform, help,
and inspire you.
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Cat erine Wheel
Friday, Oct

ober 20th, 8:00 p.m.,
Gale Bullman Multi~urpose Building

Tickets on SALE nowl Tickets Available at the UMR Tic~et Window
$10 per advanced student ticket, two per student 101 ,
$15 per public t~ketl All tickets day of show will be $15.

.'
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Impact

from page 1

TECHS will make presentations to
student groups on the topics of
acquaintance rape and alcohol education.
For more information about
IMPACT Month at UMR, contact
Franklin at (314)341-4225. '

Missouri·Rolia
Washburn ""."

GOOD

,WEEKLY
INCOME

NortheastMisso
Central Misso ur

processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! ·.Genuine
opportunity! RushSAS.E.:
GHe , SUITE . 216
1861 'N ~FEDERAL HWY

Pittsburgh State
Missouri South"

IiIpu,OOO STEt\.

HOLLYNQOD, F L 33020

Northwest Misso
Missouri Westen

Emporia State ".
Southwest Baptis

UMR

Missouri·Rolia ."
Missouri Baptist

,"

Missouri·Rolia '"
Southwest Baptisl

Missouri·Rolla ."
. Joseph's ".,,""

lIissouri·Rolla ""
Fontbonne ,,,.,,.,,.

UMRWomer

Missourj·RoUa "."
Southwest Baptist

Eli zabeth Suto.
Killed by a drunk dli ver
on February 27, 1994, on Bell Blvd.
in Cedar Park, Texas.

I, Pittsburgb Slate

If you don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who wiIP
Do whatever it takes.

Ijil! 3: 1'@
-:.I:;ii3i3ill~: i 1M1);1)1 i.]jtiW :8

i
I

vMc,i86i N~" FEI;ERAL m;y~"SUITE- i16- HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA .:13020

.: YES!
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Do You ' Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards? '

IwantVlSA8/MASTERCAJIDecmtit •
I Cards.appro~ lnun:d.lale\y. 100% GUARANTEEDI
,I
I

\1
:1

NAME

I: ~~RESS
I

-----

il PHONE
I

,STATE_ZIP _ __

S.S.#

SIGNA11.JRE

;1 .~ Idas,<rl:_nt

,I

Is . rqlb"'od InICSemad< d MOsletOanllnlt:matlonollnc:.
Visa I• • ..gIotrrtd trademad< 01 VISA USA. Inc:. and VISA In ll: mldonal

':5.. __ 1ft" .."".".,:m
__ _ • • __ .. ___ _ .. _ _ .. _ _ _

~

I
II

I
I

JU'--C*-1~.ua....::.A""''''_

Now you ,can have two or the most recognized and
accepted credit canis In the IWrid •.Vlsa" and MasterQud"
cred:t cards.. "In your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN ruMED DOWN BEFOREI
VISA" and MasterCard" the J:redll cards you
deaem: and need fof'- ID-BOOK~DEPARTMENT
STORES-nJlTION-ENTERTAINM ENTEMERGEOCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTS-HQTELS-MOTELS-GA5-CAR RE.N TALS~EPAJRS-AND TO 81J1LD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

. .-d.,G'

G\I"~~'-

s,t~C~~

No turn downsl
No credit checksl
No security depositl

~!~~1£'::e.. .
G~_~
SEID THE COUPON TODAY
YOUR ClUi:.DlJ _C;~lUts...AR~_'y&lnN.ttl
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40 Missouri Soutb"
Emporia State
~~V Missouri S;':
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Miner fo ot ba ll los ing streak continues

Sports Scores UMR grid iron desperately searching for a victory this season
MIAA Footba ll

Missouri· Rolla ........................ 10
Washburn ............................... 21
Northeast Missouri State ........ 45
Cen tra l Missouri State ............ 34
Pittsburg h State ................ ...... 15
Missouri So uthern .................. 14
Nor1hwes t M issouri State ........ 20
Misso uri Western ................... 24
Emporia State ................. ...... .. 30
So uthwest Baptist ................... 35

UMR Men's Soccer
M issouri·Rolla .......................... 1
Misso uri Ba ptist ....................... 1
M issouri ·Rolla .......................... 1
Southwes t Baptist ................. .... 0
Missouri ·Roll a ................. ......... 2
St. Josepb's ............................... 1
Missouri· Rolla .......................... 1
Fontbonn e ................................ 2

UMR Women 's Soccer
Missouri- Rolla .......................... 4
Soutbwes t Baptist ..................... 0
Missouri- Rolla .......................... 0
SI. Joseph .................................. 1

first 3 downs, bringing up a
founh and I on the !chabod ' s
44_ UMR tried a fake punt,
which fa il ed miser ably as
Staff Writer
McCormick was sacked 13
yards behind the line, giving
Washburn the ball on UMR's
The Miners lost to lh e
44 with 6:28 left in the third
Washburn Ichabods this past Sat·
quarter. On the rchabod 's rust
urday by a score of21·10 in To·
play from scrimmage , quarter·
peka. This game marked the first
back Joe Schartz threw a 44
time this season that the Miners
yard touchdown pass. This put
were able to lead a game. leading
Washburn up for good with a
the Ichabods twice. despite fa ll ·
score of 14 ·10.
ing short at the end . The Miners
The Miners then had 3 and
fa ll to 0·6 overall. 0·5 in lhe
out on their next series. The
MlAA. while W as hburn im·
Miner defense then made a
proves to 3·3 overall. 2·3 in the
goalline stand, their first of the
MIAA.
year, on the I yard line, forcing
The game started off in a good
the Ichabods to turn the ball
manner for the Miners. as the
over on downs. The Miners
lchabods fumbled on the second
were un able to accomplis h
play of lhe game on their own IS.
anything from this bad field
The Miners were not able to
position . McCormi ck then
advance the ball past the 4 yard I!!!!::'-------,------c---'
------"-=s..-"---"=""""'-~~~-'-=.....'-"-"
punted a season best 66 yard
line, however, after taking a Two MIners take down a
Hornet in the homecoming game from two
punt. After this, the teams
holding penalty. UMR had to weeks ago. Last weekend the
Miners gained their first lead of the season
exchanged punts, and then the
settle for a 3 1 yard field goal by but failed to claim victory,
losing 21·10 t o Washburn.
Ichabods missed a field goal.
Brandon Risner. Being down by
On the next play, the Ichabods
three did no l deter ~e Ichabods, bow· in a one yard touchdown by Steve
The Miners entered the second in returned an interceptio
n 37 yards for a
ever. They embarked on a 80 yard, 10 Hodson with 10:28 left in the
second the lead for the first lime this year and touchdow
n to cap the scoring for both
play drive that resulted in a 17 yard quarter. At this point, lhe Miners
were embarked on a 9 play drive that ended teams
with 5:17 left in the game.
rushing touchdo wn with 8: 17 left in the up by a score of 1O·7.This
is how the with a 48 ya rd punt by David
Offensivel y, the Miners gained a
first quarter.
half ended as the two teams exchanged McCormick. Washburn
turned the ball total of 183 yards, with 136 yards
The next scoring effort for the Min· punts. Brian Gilmore intercepted
a over on downs. The next two series rushing and 47
in the air. On the
ers was a 16 play, 87 yard drive that pass to end the Ichabod' s last
drive of decided the game for the Miners.
consumed 8:27. This drive culminated the half.
UMR was able to gain 9 yards on the
see Football, page 10
Matt R ya n

Miner soccer report
Julio Garcia

MIAA Footba ll Standin gs
(MIAA records only)
1. Pittsburg b State (5) ............ 5-0
2. Missouri Western ............... 4·1
NE Mi~ouri State ............. 4-1
4. Missouri Southern (18) ...... 3-2
Emporia State .................... 3·2
NW Missouri State ........... 3-2
7. Washburn ................. ......... 2·3
8. Southwes t Baptist .............. 1-4
9. Central Missouri State ....... 0-5
Missouri· Rolla ................... 0·5

UMR Golf
at Missou ri Southe rn
(MIAA teams only)
1. Missouri Western .............. 913
2. Missouri Southern ............. 916
3. NE Missouri State .............. 918
4. Central Missouri State ....... 924
7. Wasbburn .......................... 939
8. Missouri- St. Louis ............. 941
11. Pittsburgh State ............... 963
12. Lincoln ............................. 971
15. Missouri- Rolla ............... 1002
16. Southwes t Baptist .......... 1012

Staff Writer

Last week was a busy one for
UMR'sme n'ssoccert eam. Four games
in total, with three of them away. It was
a producti ve week: two wins, one tie
and one loss. The first game was on
Monday, October 9, against Missouri
Baptist, having a fmal result of I . I in
overtime. The game finished with no
goals, and on the first half of overtime,
Mo. Baptist scored the first one on a
break away from one of their strikers.
UMR got the tie on the second half of

overtime, with agoal ofGevan McCoy,
assisted by Brian Koscielski. The
game was even for both teams. The
Miners had \3 shots on goal vs. 12 of
Mo. Baptist. UMR goal keeper Kevin
Levy had a busy night, saving his goal
10 times. Missouri Baptist playa
rough game, provokin g 2 1 fouls
against the Miners. Nevertheless, it
was a clean game with only one yellow
card for UMR 's Greg Schultz.
The next game was at the UMR
Soccer Complex on Wednesday, Octo·
ber II. This time was against the
Southwes t Bap ti s t Universit y
Bearcats. The fin al result did not reo

see Men, page 10

Lady Miner soccer report

~

Melanie Claxton
Starr Writer

On October 11, the Lady Miners
defeated Southwest Baptist 4-0. The
opposing team's goalie, Deana Kristof,
made a total of 23 saves during the
game, but her efforts were nol enough

to stop the Lady Miner's 50 attempted
shots. The first point of the game was
scored by Stephanie Ingalls, with an
assist by Natalie Sanders. [n less than
seven minutes, the Lady Miners made
three goals. The first of the three was
made by Natalie Sanders, with an as·
sisl by Kate Masterman. Masterman

see Women, page 10
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UMR In-Line Ho cke y win s tou rne y

net, fed Mark Lewandos ki in the slot
where he beat the goalie high glove
side with a quick slapshot. Then
Lewandoski scored the game winner
with a slap shot between the goalies
legs to give the Miners a 5-4 lead with
I ~ minutes to play . Nathan
Frankenbe rger sustained a flurry of
shots in the final minute to preserve
Rolla's lead and secure the victory.
With a good start to the season hopefully the miners will win their next
game when they travel to Kirksville,
MO Sunday to take on Northeast Missouri State University .
• UMR Hockey, Source

Gorg
The UMR In-Line Hockey Team fensive battle with senior Steve
tie. Game
-I
I
ina
eonlygoal
scoringth
five
a
winning
by
season
it's
opened
the Miners
team tournament in St. Louis, Mis- 3 was a 5-0 shalacking by
two goals
souri. With team captain Bryan Long with Joe Krauss recording
having two
out 2-3 weeks with an inflammed ten- and senior Matt Houser
goaltender
don in his right shoulder, he stood assists along with freshman
his
behind the Miner bench and success- Nathan Frankenbe rger recording
hip game
fully coached them to a 2-0-2 record in first shutout. The champions
minutes to
the tournamen t A combinati on of su- had Rolla losing 4-1 with 6
Mark
perior goaltending and offensive ex- go in the third when senior
redirected
cellence powered the tearn to the cham- Lewandos ki scored when he
Less than
pionship. Rolla out shot their oppo- a hard shot from the point
Furmanek
nents on an average of 3 to I in their one minute later junior Dan
a great
four games. The team tied the first pulled UMR within one with
remaining,
game 2-2 with freshman Joe Krauss wristshot With 2 minutes
behind the
scoring both goals. Game 2 was a de- senior Troy Peterson, from

from page 9

Men
f1ect all the effortput on the field by the
Miners. A modest I - 0 victory, by a
goal made off of a penalty kick by
Gevan McCoy in the first half was all
that UMR could get from the Bearcats.
The Miners ' offense and midfield had
a clear intention of scoring, but the
Bearcats used a defensive tactic for this
game. Despite the 26 shots on goal that
UMR had, none of them could get past
Southwest Baptist's goal keeper and
defence. Luck was definitely against
the Miners, when two shots that had
defeated the Bearcats' goaly hit the
post. There were two yellow cards f9 r
the Bearcats and one for UMR. A
Bearcat player, Scott Trefts, had a dis-

located shoulder on an unintentional
collision with a UMR player.
St Joseph was UMR's next opponent. This time the Miners had to
travel to Indiana. The home team went
ahead by a goal in the first half. A
direct kick from SI. Joseph 's Tom Williams complicated the game for the
Miners. Nevertheless, UMR decided
to win this game. Shortly after the
minute fourteen of the second period,
Brian Marks scored the tie, a shot to the
right comer of the goal. He was assisted by Greg Schulte and Andy
Jenkins. Eight minutes before the end
of the game, Scott Sewell from inside
the area, shot to the left comer of the

goal, assisted by Greg Schultz. There
was one yellow card for the Miners, for
McCoy, and three for SI. Joseph's play-

ers .
Unfortuna tely for the Miners ,
UMR could not win the last match of
the week, this time on the road against
Fontbonne, on Sunday. UMR started
wining in the fust half with a goal from
Andy Jenkins. But in the second period, Fonthonne tied the game forcing
it to overtime. The victory goal for the
home team came in the second period
of overtime. The Miners are now 9-3-3
and their next home game will be on
Friday, 'bctober 20.

from page 9

Women
scored the third point for the Lady
Miners with an assist by Natalie Sanders. The final goal of the game was
scored by Alison Hanson, with an assist by Natalie Sanders. At the end of
Wednesday' s game the Lady Miners
record was 6-8. They were only hoping
that the succes could continue.

The Lady Miners did not fare as
well during Friday' s game at St Joseph. It was a scoreless game until St.
Joseph made their only goal five minutes before the end of the second half.
The Lady Miners attempted six shots
and made two saves, but went home
with a record of 6-9 .

from page 9

Football
ground, the Miners were led by Steve
Hodson, who gained 76 yards on 23
attempts, and fullback Russell Zung,
who gained 30 yards on9 attempts. Jay
Morrison caught 3 passes for 20 yards
to lead the receiving corp.
Defensively, the Miners were led
by Richard Crowe and Brian Gilmore,
who had 11 and 12 tackles, respec-

tively. Ed Reichert chipped in with 8
tackles. Punter David McCormic k averaged 41.5 yards per kick in 6 punts.
The Miners next game is at home,
this coming weekend. The Miners face
off with Ce ntral Missouri State University at 1:30 p.m. on our Parent's
Day. Come out and cheer on the Miners.

---'
The Stude nt Union Board Presents:
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FIRST TIME EVER AT UMR!
Hunt down fellow students in this
campus-wide action-packed game
of tag.

oHthemal

Free T-Sh irts for all players
Grand prize for the last
Miner remaining

Find out more on October 23,
7:00 , in ME 104.
~.':
ADVENTURETIM E VIDEO
:
I
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I
I YOU MUST BE AT THE MEE TING
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I
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I
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TANGELO PIE
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THE FAR SIDE

C HA 0 5

Brian Shuster

By GARY LARSON

The heart of the Jungle now well behind them, the
three Intrepid explorers entered the ~ pleen .

•• . •• '"

_ .•. _."._ • • __TbEl
deia
:<V~(t; fiJ}l'; but ali of
them felt a bit awkward about having to be Mary.
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Radio
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HARP·FOSTER·GUINNESS ON TAP·RED STRn'E·WATNEY·S·PETE·S WICKED ALE

~ (If') SHAMROCK PUB !'f2 ~
~ ~
116 E. 7th St.
368-5980
J\I ~
3~
Hours M-F 4pm-l:30
~~
~
Fri.
llam-l:30

i9

Sat.
6pm-l :30
LARGE SELECTION ON IMPORTS
3 HOT DOGS FOR A $ 1.00
BOWL OF CHILI $1.50
$2.00 BROWN HANDLE PITCHER EVERY DAY
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECfJON OF GAMES & MUSIC

• Malt Extracts· Specialty Grains • Yeast
• Hops· Wme Concentrates· Equipment

Friday Lunch Special
'Tacos & The Grotto's

Mail Ordcr Scn'icc Available
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Student Council

Student Council votes on club Food
a'ppropriations for the semester 0 pen

~
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organizations received. They are as
follows:

goals at the current time and in the
future?

I. New organizations are given priority and may receive money for operational costs, equipment and pro-

5. How have they used Student,
Council funding in the past?
6. How much money has the organization tried to raise from other sources

Josh Grove

.

SluCo Source

------------On October 10, Student Council
amended and approved student organizations' requests for appropriations
through the Club Appropriations
Fund. The fund is designed to help
new organizations get started and to
help existing organizations fund programs and/or equipment that would
nonnally be beyond their budget resources.
Several guidelines were used in
determining the amount of funding the

gramming. Only new organizations
may receive funding for operational
costs.
2. The scope and necessity of the
service that the organization provides
to campus as a whole.
3. Is the item beyond the
organization's budget resources and
what alternatives does the organization have if it does not receive funding?
4. How will the requested funds
help the organization achieve their

(i.e. fund raising, dues. donations)?
7. For equipment requests, how
available is the equipment from a department on campus or another campus organization? Is the organization
providing matching funds?
The following is a copy of the
approved Club Appropriations for the
Fall 1995 semester. It is also available
on the World Wide Web under http:!
/www.umr.edu/-sluco.

ORGANIZATION NAME
" UMR Chess

385.00
475.00
500.00
500.00
2,100.00
2,727.51
370.62
421 .05
450 .00
600.00
648.00
1, 196.96
1,657.00
1,950. 00
2,400.00
2,410.00
2,600.00
5,000.00
645.00
700.00
4,025.00

205.00
325 .00
280 .00
370.00
1,230.00
2,270 .92
261.80
421 .05
450.00
200.00
0 .00
621.46
1,350.00
1,200.00
450 .00
65.00
2,600.00
0.00
0 .00
0.00
0.00

205 .00
325 .00
280.00
370.00
1,230 .00
2,270.92
261.80
421.05
450.00
200.00
0.00
637.61
1,350.00
1,200.00
450.00
0.00
2,600.00
0.00
0.00
0 .00
0.00

31,761.14

12,300.23

12,251 .38

15,885.09
1,444.10
14,440.99

15,885.09
1,444.10
14,440.99

15,885.09
1,444.10
14,440.99

(17,320 .15)

2,140.76

2,189.61

Vietnamese Students Association

"S anish Club
"All For Love
*Fencin
"" UMR Human Powered Vehicle

UMRC clin
Radio Club
M-Club
Gold Miners
Solar Car
MSM S 'eiunkers
India Association
Aikido Club
Davinci Societ
American InStitute of Chemical En ineers

ineers

*. · Turkish Students
Association of Black Students

Totals:
Total Funds:
10% Clause:
Total Available:
Total Remainin

~

Services
forum

Tom O'Neill

.

StuCo Source

As many students know, UMR has
an exclusive contract with Marriott
food services. Is this a good thing?
Well, opinions vary. The situation is
that because Marriott has an exclusive
contract, any food served on campus
has to be ordered through Marriott.
This becomes a concern to students
when they try and arrange a dinner or
anything of that nature on campus and
discover that the starting costs per
plate of food start at $5 .00 and climb
quickly.
Because of the exclusive contract,
outside bids cannot be taken on a meal
to be served on campus. StuCo has
, asked the University to allow student
input on this situation, and also a pro. posed new exclusive contract on cam-

• New Organization
•• Condition Upon Recognition

•• · 3rd Consecutive Sem. Re uested

Are you going to be
studying late tonight?
StuCo
Source

Have you ever needed a good place
on campus to study late at night? Well
now there is one!! Room 205 in the

Math/Computer Science building will
be open to students to use as a study
area from 9:00 p.m. until 7:00 a.m ..
during weekdays. This room will also
be open 24 hours a day on weekends.
The area is open to all UMR students. Tables and chairs will be available, as well as individual desks. Student Council would like to let everyone
know that this is now available.

One Copy Or Thousand
Full or self service.

MAlL BOXES ETC"
Southside Sho

ers World·364-0006

pus with Coca-Cola.
. As a result. ..get your questions,
comments, suggestions, and relevant personal experience stories
ready! Monday October 23, 1995 at
8:00pm on 89.7 FM, KMNR tune into
the StuCo radio show, and call us with
your input on these. issues. Special
Guests will be Don Green. Director of
Marriott at UMR, and Jim Murphy,
Director of Residential Life.
If 8:00pm is past your bedtime, or
you just prefer to discuss the matter in
person, ali is not lost. Tuesday, Oct.
24, 1995 at 5:30pm these same tw,0 1
gentlemen will be happy to discuss it
further in 204 McNutt, at S tuCo' s
Food Open Forum . If you have an
opinion or question. the time is now
and if you don't voice il..who will?
Both of these programs will be an
excellent opportunity to find out more
about food services on campus. Don't
miss out! For more infonnation, contact
Jonathan
Keller
(jkelier@umr.edu).
I

.......................

~
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Circle K Gives Thanks
Circle K
SOURCE

Circle K International would
like to thank the students of UMR
and the residents of Phelps County
for their participation in our annual
BONE MARROW REGISTRY
DRIVE held last spring on April 25.
The purpose of Circle K is to involve
college students in campus and com munity service while developing
quality leadership skills .

Your generous support this past
seme.s ter made the drive a complete
success . We were able to HLA tissue type 70 people with the money
raised. On any given day. about
3.000 Americans are searching for a
bone marrow match. They face incredible odds in finding a match.
approximately I to 100 in a million.
This is why your gift is so appreciated. Thank you for giving the living
gift of life.
The lab fees to test the tissue are
expensive. We would like to thank
all of the people and organizations
who so generously contributed for
their financial support.

---

BEFORE 6 PM-ADULTS S3.00
(LIMITED TO SEATING)

CALL FOR SHOWTIMES

FORUM TWIN

341.2418

110t E 18TH ST

Jennifer.

ASSASSINS (R)

You are an a

POCAHANTAS (G)

~

ShanOR.

Too bad Inev

Cassie & Lori,
You girls did a
ing Greek Week!

~
What'
s up sOlekeI

YOU!

Sigma Pi,
You guys did
Greek Week and H

Bunny Love aswe

'

: Campus Gossip

Classified Ads

Zeta loves St Pat's Reps!

For Sale: Kenwood Stereo.
$450
Smith Corona Word Processor. $100
341·8021
Attention BSEE and CS Students
Interested in telecommunications?
Explore LDDS WorldCom's World
http://
Wide web Server at
www.wcom.com

Personals
Lost: Black & white Shitzu. "Scotty"
Call 364-7089 or 368-3840.
Hey Pickers.
Coming soon: Bluegrass music
lill!!Y at T J. Hall in November; details
later. If interested in pickin' or
Iistenin'. plese write me a note care of
T J. Hall or stop by.
Thanks.
Barb
Tara A .•
You're so cool!
ZLAM-YBS
Amy B .•
How's my little bro?
ZLAM-KIO
Pam.
Are you ever going to stay at Zeta?

ZLAM-YR
Annie.
YoUTe family loves you!

Voegle.
Do you need me to vacuum your
room again?
The random cleaner

Rachel.
You did a WONDERFUL job with
Homecoming. Thanks for all of your
hard work!
ZLAM.
YBBBS

Bremer & J.
Only 69 miles to the next rest stop.
C

Cranmer & Tara.
Great job with Greek Week. Zeta's
#1.

Lambda Sigma Pi is the coolest!
Shplenn.
We need to go rollerblading again
soon!
Red

Missy.
Welcome to the family! You are an
awesome Zeta new member!
ZLAM.
YBBBBS
Jeanne,

Tara.
You are the best big sis in the
world!
Love-YLS

Stop studying so hard or you just
might graduate in May. You wouldn't
want to leave Rolla. or would you ... ?
Where's that ring?

ZLAM.
YLS

Kristen.
YLLS loves you!

A baby

YBS
Annie,
You need to come over more often!
ZLAM.
YBS
Marisa,
You are an awesome LLS & Zeta!
E

Rayna.
We miss you!
ZLAM.
YLS

Missy.
Thanks for all of the rides!
IISZTA member
Cassie,

Don't park too close to that Riviera!
ZLAM.
YBS

Dawn.
I love my family .
Love-YLLLLS
Big L.
Happy 14 months!
Love.
LittleE

Sexy Scarb.
I know it was a five-letter name
with a V. what was it again?
EmiIJ.

Bremmer.
Where's the rest of you?
ZLAM.
E
T. Car.
Thanks for being my alarm clock.
ZLAM.

E
Jen.
It's not going to fallout.

ZLAM.
Yaiser,
"Go go gadget arms! " ( I know it's
old, but it's a classic!)

ZLAM.
M-L-E

J.
Tell your boyfriend to stop hitting
on your roommates!
URroomie

route the 0001

Theresa.
Thanx for all your help!

ZLAM.
YBS
Angie.
I've been in my own bed!!! Are you I
proud of Ille?

ZLAM.
YBS

Alex. Tim. & Justin.
I love my lil' brothers!

ZLAM.
Annie

NIJICY.

E

Nancy.
If you get any more flowers. you'll
be able to open a flower shop. . -

ZLAM.
E

ACROSS

I Aseason
5Provide party

1000
10 RerMants

Heathro,
I miss you!

ZLAM.
Berly
Valerie.
I'm so happy you are my LLS!
YBBS
Hey Amy Bay,
Only guys you know okay? Only
guys you know!
YBS
Candy.
Sorry you had to say good bye to all
that freedom!
YLS
Deena,
I know that you are graduating and
all, but could you please try to act like
you study every once in a while? Some
of us need a good influence!
Your roomie
Jill -- Thanks.for being a part of m)
wedding! "i'had a wonderful time!!

see Personals, page1!

I~ Cleveland's lake
15 '111a1s-'
16 QEO word
I1 Veldiopera
18 NostJis

II Heap
lORussian monk
12 OfQleater
he~1

24 Golf dub
~GaUCho's

weapon '
1IiSlipportsior

broken anns

19~fora loved I

:~eaI Size
~ Ma~COIJfIe'
abbr.
.
~OId led.a"",,
~TOOIh
. -,.

~!Jiarcedoctor
~I acronym
Actress

~~

~1Vac!ress

Esther

~ Trealed

'

Q discou~9OIJsJy
~
~

II

~Pk.1a:,--

~~~
~

II
~

n

I
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Personals

from page 14

McWard,
Next time you're gonna sleep in my
bed, make sure rm in it.
ZLAM.

You did an awesome job organizing Homecoming.
Hey Nancy.
How about a soccer game?
1

YLS
Jennifer.
You are an awesome little sis!
ZLAM.
YBS
Shanon.
Too bad I never get to see you!
ZLAM,
YLS

Cassie & Lori.
You girls did an awesome job during Greek Week!
ZLAM.
ZTA-Panhel
What's up snickerdoodle?
YOU!

I LOVE

Missy,
I am so glad you're my little sis.
You are so cool!
ZLAM.
YBS

Kate.
Congratulations!
ZLAM.
SC

Congratulations Kate!
Sigma Pi.
Thanks for the flower. It was very
thoughtful.
Love,
New member Kelly
Kelly,
Happy Birthday! Remember. guys
suck. Don't worry. I'll take you out.
ZLAM.
YLS
Jamie & Tom.
Congrats on getting Initiated. it's
about time, huh?
A "Zeta" Friend

I love my new little brother. Craig.
YBS
Sigma Pi.
Congrats on homecoming.
guys did awesome.
Bridget

You

Shiloh,
When's our picnic?
Bridget

Jessica,
NO! Don't do it!
ZLAM,
Bridget
Jessica,

Sigma Pi.
You guys did a great job during
Greek Week and Homecoming!
Stacey C.

My two little sisters are cool!
ZLAM,
SC

Bunny Love (I swear!)
Smiley

My BS is way way cool!
ZLAM.
SC

Nancy.
You're the coolest little sis.
ZLAM.
YBS

-Hickey man

If our walls had ears. we might
have to kill them.
ZLAM.
Your favorite roomies

Sgma Pi is awesome!

Dawn S.
You're the greatest BS .
ZLAM.
YLS

Cherryl.
The big girl now! Happy 18th!. I miss
having Chem4life science discussions
with you!

Nancy.
You are the greatest!
ZLAM.
Rachell

Sigma Pi,
Congrats on Homecoming!
Cassie
Leigh.
You are the best little sis!!!
ZLAM.
YBS
Valerie.
Do you know the defmition now?

YR
The blond family is the coolest! !

Kim & Theresa.
Thanks for all your FORTRAN
help!
ZLAM, .
Cassie

1.
Smile back at the grapes!

YR
H.S .•
S.O.T.M.

M.L.
H.M.,
M.O.T.M.

M.L.

1 A season

!1M,
ly

are myLLS!
BBS

--

5 Provide party
food
10 Remnants
14 Cleveland's lake
15 "That"s -"
16 QED word
17 Verdi opera

18 Nostrils
19 Heap
20 Russian monk
22 Of greater
height
24 Golf dub
25 Gaucho's

weapon

I I

26 Supports for
broken arms
29 Song tor a loved

r

J

one
33 Of great size
34 Wise
35 Math oourse:

abbr.
36 Old fed. agcy.
37 Tooth doctor
40 Alliance
acronym
41 Actress
Rowlands
43 Observed
44 TV actress,
Esther
46 Treated
discourteously
48 Area of trees
49 German river
50 Clamorous
51 Tum Into

64 Zola novel
10
65 Used a garden
11
tool
12
06 Gaze
67 Heavenly object · 13
DOWN

1 Dread
2 Opera solo
3 Covers
4 Jumping
5 Divisions of long
poems

54 =~
' 5Woth full fon;e,
58 Beige
~ style
59 .General oourse 1 Ripped
81 Greek lelt9r
" eatore
62 At that time
. ~ngs back to
63 Artlsrs stand
~n~~t~::1

Move to a new
flower bed

Seed coat
Strong wind
Mob or gang

end

21 Encouraged
23 Ma~ drink
25 Start
26 Plods
27 Jackei feature
28 Teheran c~izen
29 Satisfied
30
(usually)
31 Control knobs
32 PlUmed bird
34 NaS'/ylook

As -

38 Lovers of bEiaUly
39 Game fish

42 S1randed In
water
45 Confers holy
orders
47 Drone
48 Caress
50 Hermit
51 "Little Women"
name
52 Reverberate

tDEYMEL

t

tDOULCYj

) KI

Prlntanswerhere:

PEOPLE W/7 H
COMPLAINTS OF
LONG STANC'I N&.
Now arrange the circled letters to
form ttie surprise 8.nswer, as SU~
gested by the above cartoon.

KI I XI I I XX)

53 Indian
54 Tableland
55 Capricorn
56 Volcano
57 German river
60 Deserter

see Solutions, page 16
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Second Time

from page 7

because I won't have time to finish
otherwise. (All right, I hear you wiseguys cheering out there!) But, I also
know that a part of the process of
making awropriate choices is to determine what is most important to me.
Which is really more important to me:
a long, well-written column, or being
with my kids and making them happy?
Is it more important to make a few
dollars by putting together a well
thought-out column to be read by a
couple of thousand people or to spend
precious time with my linIe boy? Ding!
Come on. Scott, that's an easy one!
Kyle wins. hands down!
So. if you feel this column is not all
that well thought out and that it could
have been longer and better
written ...Blame me! I chose to do it
that way! I take full responsibility for
my actions! I can blame no one else!
And I'm GLAD I have the ability to
make that choice!!! In the meantime, I

have a 3-year-old in bed right now. his
face still flushed with the excitement
of a mean game of "War" and the
tremendous "rasslin" match that followed. Life is filled with choices. and
I think I just made a good one.
And. yes. there may be consequences to that good decision. One is
that this column may not be as good as
I could make it. Another consequence
may be that the hour I spent playing
cards and rolling on the floor with my
boys may keep me from getting in the
appropriate amount of studying for that
Psych mid-term I have tomorrow. Put
in perspective again. though. the decision is easy. In fifty years. what will it
matter whether I got an "A " or a "B" on
that mid-term? Will anybody car~ or
even remember whether I wrote a good
column. or whether I even got one out
this week at all? It will matter' to me.
however. whether my kids still love
me. and whether I spent time with them

when I could. I'm happy with the
consequences of my choice and take
full responsibility for the outcomes.
Life is full of choices.
DID YOU KNOW ... It was that great
modern era speaker. Chuck Swindoll.
who said: "Life is 10% what happens
to me and 90% how I react to it." What
wise words for us as we think about
making appropriate choices! We are in
control of our attitudes and our destiny.
based on the choices we make.

•
•

•

• .

·

·.'

- -----III. _
~

REQUIREMENTS: Within 24 mos. of graduation
1 year of calculus; 1 year of physics
3.0 GPA (3.3/no e'a (or juniors)

~~~

less than 26 yrs old

•

••

$4000 SIGNING BONUS
$1600/mo WIllLE IN SCHOOL
Grad level Engineering training
$32,000 Starting salary
up to $56,500 after 5 years

•
:

30 Days paid vacation/year
Outstanding marketability
World-wide travel opportunities

•• .

••

:
•
•
•

BENEFITS:

THIS IS NOT ROTCl NO UNIFORMS,
NO DRILLS, NO HAIRCUTS TILL
GRADUATION. GET THE FACTS!
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

.
•

..
•
•

•

Silverchair
FrogstQrnp
SonylEpic
Recording
S.5 (dirty laundry)
Performance 8 (Cool and crunchy)

Just when they said grunge was
dead along comes Silverchair to spit
some life back into the old flannel.
Call them Kinder (sound) Garden. or
Nirvana in Pajainas (they're all under
IS). tis no matter. I'd eat Roseanne if
she cooked up this tasty. The guitars
when revved up deliver a sonic punch
on par with grindcores best, yet are
spatially interposed with dynamic interludes (Faultline) which broaden the
aural tapesry to widths not seen since
the STP debut (insert Plush here).
Likewise. the MTV hit "No Tomorrow" takes the grunge ballad concept

from page 6
full circle in a big way. Which brings us
around to the invetiable point.
Many have proclaimed grunge a:
burnout format, (in reference to both
the artists and their art) with linIe new
ground broken save for burials. But to
their credit, Silverchair. despite riding
what is perhaps a one horse genre.
infuses this debut with a supranorrnal
adrenalin and mind expsansion rivaling that of the most otherwordly. while
above all still managing to ground the
songs in thought provoking. creative
formats which exp'\lld (like the twin
guitar layers on Findaway).as well as
utilize typical genre vehicles.
Yes. frontman Daniel Johns
qtight well be n'\ffied Eddie (except he
looks alot like Curt). and the guitars do
have Helmet stamped prominently on
their , forefront.
Nonetheless,
Silverchair inflects a saavy beyond the
years of most (you say that money isn't
everything. r ,d like to see you live
without it), while reminding us all that
despite the melancholic atmosphere of
the 9O's we're, well ... better off than
dead.
CSC

••

I ••

••
•
:

:
•

•• (314) 331-4305 coLLECT ••
•
•
.........................

..

or a'UM-Police Officer. However. if
you refuse to register your vehicle then
you will be charged the $5.00 then and
every time you get a parking ticket.
Well, I think that will just about
wrap things up for this week. but I'm
pretty sure that you can be looking
forward to another parking installment next week - maybe.
And. for those of you that are interested in asking me questions. I will
still accept them if you e-mail me. But
only if you e-mail me at
janson@umr.edu
So, until next week ...

Music

•
•
ENGINEERS WANTED!:
THIS IS NOT A DESK JOB! :
•
,+

from page 5

DON'T FORGET ... We really do
choose to do the things we do . Please
remember to take responsibility for
your choices and your actions. not to
blame others. And please. since we do
have a choice. choose to be happy!
(sadly) you might not hear much about
SDG
it, this is the stuffmg that great minds
(please direct comments, criticisms. are made of.
questions, or concerns to Scott on Email at sla@umr.edu.)
CSC

f+·······4J:················t
•
U.S. NAVY
•
••
•:
:
•

Ask Me
registered in your name? Then the
only way for the city of Rolla or the
University to get in touch with you is
with that sticker (they can trace the
sticker number to a student number
and then get a message to you in class
so you can move your car without
getting it towed. Since the vehicle
registry is required. you will be fined
$5.00 for non-compliance if your vehicle is found on aU niversity parking
lot. However, she said that the $5.00
will be waived if the student registers
their vehicle and places the registration sticker on their car in front of her

•

•

Solutions
F A

E R
;A

I

.R

A

•

:5 L
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•

8 E
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J umbles:
BERTH

SKIMP
MEDLEY
CLOUDY
Answer: Peaple with complaints of
long standing -- COMMUTERS
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7. Chi Omega 295
8. Alpha Epsilon Pi 260
9 . Lambda Chi Alpha 255
10. Sigma Chi 235
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12. Theta Xi 200
. 13. Gamma Beta Sigma 150
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15. Kappa Alpha 125
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lrich brings lIS
lXlinl

BACHELOR AND MASTER STU
DENTS : May purchase their attire
at the UMR Bookstore anytime after
December 6. Bachelor and Master
attire does not need to be ordered in
advance. Price Bachelor $20.50
and Master $42.75 plus tax. PHD
STUDENTS AND FACULTY :
Please place your cap and gown
orders by November 3 and the UMR
Bookstore. November 3rd is tbe
deadline for rental orders. We can
not guarantee delivery of attire placed
after this date and • LATE FEE will
be charged. Your may pick up your
order after December 6 at the UMR
Bookstore. The UMR Bookstore will
" be open Saturday, December 16 from
10:00 am to 4:30 pm. All rentals may
be returned Saturday, December 16 at
the Multi-Purpose Building in the down
stairs hallway following graduation or
mustberebJrned to the UMR Bookstore'
Monday, December 18 by noon.

med grunge!

renee to bo~
Yithlinlenew

1IliaIs. But~
despite ridin!

ho~ geru~

, suprnnorm~
sansion ri,~.

~1)rdly,

Now hiring sbldent ambassadors to
assist the admissions office with the
recruitment of new students. Applications are available in 102 Parker Hall.
All applications must bereturned by 4:30
Friday, November 3, 1995. For more
information contact Julie Parker 102
Parker Hall, 341-4075.

wbik
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ring, creativ.
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Iy~aswell.

icles.
Daniel John!
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uminendyOll
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beyondlho
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tall' olfthan

Has your experience at Rolla_been
positive? DoyoufeeIRollahaslotstooffer
sbldentslikeyou?Wouldthepresenceof
other people from your hometown on
our campus help you mooch rides
home now and then? Does the Southwest Airline phrase "Friends Fly Free"
mean anything to you?? If you answered yes to any of the questions
above, then you should consider visiting your home town over the Thanksgiving of Christmas break to talk about
the University of Missouri-Rolla!!!
A visit by a current Rolla student
(that would be you!) to your high school
math or science class helps the Rolla
Admissions office continue to recruit a
well-<Jualified, diverse sbldent body.
We are offering short (very short!)help
sessions to give you guidance on how to
make your visit a positive experience.
We will also provide you with brochures and response cards to track the
success of your visit.
If you interested in this program,
please call the Admissions office at
341-4164 of 341-4165 to sign up for a
help session or obtain furthur information. You only need attend one help
session. The sessions are scheduled
for November 14, 15, 16 or 17 (Mon-

esc

-mpage 14
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from page 2
day, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday) form 2:30 pm to 3:30 pm in G-I
Conference room in Parker Hall. The
Rolla Admissions office looks forward
to working· with you to bring talented
sbldents to our campus.
Students are reminded that
RESUMES ARE NOT AUTOMATICALLY SUBMITTED BY THE COC
to companies for pre-screening for oncampus interviews. Each sbldent must
submit their own resume through the
system to each company in which they
are interested.

STUDENT FINANCIAL
AID
Bright Flight checks are now available
in the Cashier's Office, G_3 Parker
Hall. Their office hours are from 8: IS
to 3: IS Monday thru Friday. For more
information and/or applications pertaining to the following scholarships,
contact the Sbldent Financial Aid office, G- I Parker Hall.
There is a new service the Admissions & Sbldent Financial Aid Office is
offering on the World Wide Web called
FASTWEB (Financial Aid Search
Through The Web). Its location on the
web is ''http://web.studentservices .
com:80/fastweb(' .
FASTWEB is u freeuser-friendly
service in which a sbldent completes
an online personal profile pertaining to
his biographicalinformation, including
parent/sbldent activities, background,
and college/major information.
Upon completion of this profile,
FASTWEB begins its search, and
within minutes the student is presented with a detailed online list of
outside grants, scholarships, fellowships, internships, andloans he is 'eli:
gible to apply for. Approximately 1200
new awards are added to the
FASTWEB database each day.
FASTWEB automatically updates
each student's profile based on these
new awards. FASTWEB also provides
a general information section describing various Federal Student Financial
Aid programs.
Sbldents are encouraged to use
FASTWEB to learn more about fmancial aid and keep abreast of eligible
awards.
VIV ARIN ANNOUNCES "THE
VIV AR IN THERE'S NO PLACE
LIKE HOME PAGES CONTEST"
A $10,000 scholars hip is to be awarded
to the college student with the coolest
web site on the internet Starting September I through October 31, 1995 ,
sbldents who visit the Vivarin home
page on the World Wide Web (http://
www.v ivarin.com/v ivarinl) can enter
their web site address using an electronic entry form. Entries will be
judged based on creativity, design,
content , accessi bility/nav igability
(ease of use), use of hot links, and value
of the service provided.

RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If you h ave been employed as a
farm worker in the past two years, yo u
may be eligible to rer.eive free tuition
assistance for your education. If you
have worked as a farm, orchard, greenhouse or poultry/eo; production employee, you may qualify. To obtain
details and the field representative
closest to you call 1-800-234-4971.
PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTlONSCHOLARSffiPS
Two $1,000 (U.S.) awards are available through the ACI Concrete Research and Education Foundation
(ConREF) for undergraduate sbldy in
concrete construction for the 1996-97
academic year. The Peter D. Courtois
Concrete Construction Scholarships
honor the memory of Peter D. Courtois,
whose long-term commitment to practical achievements in construction focused on the fields of form work and
tilt-up construction.
REQUIREMENTS :
These awards are open to any undergraduate sbldent in the United States
or Canada. The student shall have
achieved senior stabls in a four-year or
longer undergraduate program in engineering, construction, or technology
during the year for which the awards
are presented. The awards will be
made on the basis of demonstrated
interest and ability to work in the field
of concrete construction.
* The sbldent must have a j;:ourse load
of 6 ';r more credit hours each semester
during the period for which the award
is made.
* The sbldent must be a senior during
the year for which the award is made
*' Transcripts, recommendations, and
an essay must be submitted as outlined
on the application form .
APPLICA TIONS
AVAILABLE
FROM THE STUDENT FINANCIAL
AID OFFICE, G-l PARKER HALL
OR BY CONTACTING ACI
CONREF, P.O. BOX 19150, DE-'
TROIT, MI 48219-0150.
APPLICATION DEADLINE MUST
BE RECEIVED IN DETROIT NOT
LATER THAN JANUARY IS, 1996.
STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD COMMITTEE 228 ON NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF THE
AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE 1996 ACI-JAMES INSTRUMENTS STUDENT AWARD FOR
RESEARCH IN NDT OF CONCRETE
One $800 (U.S .) award is available
throughACI Committee 228 on Nondestructive Testing for original and innovative research in the field of nondestructive testing of concrete. The ACIJ ames Instruments Student Award is
sponsored by J ames Instruments, Inc.,
a Chicago.based manufac turer and distributor of NDT systems for concrete.
The award also consists of an engraved
certificate an ACI membersh ip for one
year, regular or student membership,

as appropriate.
REQUIREMENTS:
* Research work shall be original and
performed by a sbldent while enrolled
in a degree program, graduate or undergraduate, at an instiblte of higher education .

* Research should be on a topic related
to NDT of concrete and must focus on
or possibly lay the foundation for the
development of an NDT method for
concrete.
* Applicant need not be enrolled at the
time of submission but the work must
have been completed within two year
of the date of submission.
* Applicant must be the primary author of the paper submitted. The paper
must be in the form of a technical paper
conforming to the Applicants must
submit the application along with a
UMR transcript and essay explaining
why you feel you deserve scholarship
consideration.
* Selection will be based upon academic achievement, leadership qualities, and financial need.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
THE MINORITY ENGINEERING
PROGRAM (MEP) OFFICE, 107
NORWOOD HALL AND THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE,
G-l PARKER HALL.
Completed application and UMR transcript must be returned to either the
Minority Engineering Program (MEP)
Office or Sbldent Financial Aid Office.
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY U.S .
ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
SUPPORT AGENCY.
Let the Army pay your pay through
Medical, Dental Optometry School, or
a Doctoral level degree in Clinical!
Research Psychology. Scholarship includes: Full blition, Required books,
lab fees, required equipment rental,
$86S.00 Monthly Stipend.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORrUNITIESCONTACT: CAPTAINDINO
L. MURPHY OR MRS. SHARON
MACKENZIE AT 1-800-829-0924.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, REFRIGERATING AND AIR
CONDmONING ENGINEERS, INC.
FOR UNDERGRADU ATE AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS .
Applicants for either program should
be involved in the heating, ventilation,
air conditioning or refrigeration
(HVAC&R) fields or in related areas.
These may include indoor air quality,
energy conservation, human confort or
HVAC system design, operation or
maintenance. For more information
and applications contact the Student
Pinanical Aid Office, G-I Parker H all.
Application Deadline: December IS,
1995.
TAU BETA PI SCHOLARSHIP
-The Missouri Beta (UMR) Chapter
of the Tau Beta Pi Association, a national engineering honor society, is
currently accepted for its fall scholar-

ship. This scholarship i~ awarded to
sbldents who have demonstrated outstanding potential in the field of engineering. Applicants should be currently enrolled at UMR be a full time
undergraduate engineering st;;dent
(including Engineering Management
And Engineering Mechanics), have
completed at least 30 credit hours, and
have a minimum 3.5 cumulative GPA.
Depending on available funds, more
than one scholarship may be awarded.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
OFFICE,G_I
PARKER HALL. DEADLINE IS OCTOBER 27, 1995, APPLICATIONS
MUST BE RETURNED TO THE
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID OPFICE.
CHRYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW
SCHOLARSffiP PROGRAM
With an eye toward assisting outstanding college bound students, Chrysler
Corporation recently awarded $1,000
grants to 40 recipients through its new
Junior Golf Scholarship Program.
Even though the majority of the winners play golf, all sections were made
based on their academic and extracurricular efforts. For more information on this exciting program call
1_800_8S6_0764.
GLAMOUR MAGAZINE'S 1996
TOP TEN COLLEGE WOMEN
COMPETITION
Any woman who is a full-time junior
(third year of undergraduate sbldy) at
an accredited college or university for
the 1995-96 academic year is eligible
to enter. This competition recognized
exceptional achievements; the vision,
determination and academic excellence of female college juniors from
across the country. Applications available in the Sbldent Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall. Deadline must
be submit by: January 31 , 1996.
LIEUTENANT GENERAL EUGENE
F. TIGHE, JR. MEMORIAL SCHOLARSffiPS
REQUIREMENTS :

* Are enrolled in a full-time undergraduate or graduate course of study at
an accredited college or university in
the United States as of January 5, 1996;
carry a minimum cumulative 3.0 GPA
as of completion of the last quarter or
semester for which grades are available; have a minimum of one (I) semester or two (2) quarters remaining,
as of December 31, 1995, united their
projected graduation.
* Complete the application with all
information requested an submit it
with the essay postmarked no later
than January 5, 1996. The application
must agree to all stipulations of the
announcement and application.
Applications available in the Student
Finanical Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall .
Application must be postmarked no
later than Jan uary S, 1996.

~
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Co-op E ,m pioyment ·
.

Company: Aka Controls
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/24
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/ 13/95 Deadline 10/19/95 8am
Work Location: SI. Louis, Missouri
Refrigeration Flow Controls

Company: Alco Controls
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/24
Majors: CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/13/95 Deadline 10/19/95 8am
Work Loca~on: SI. Louis, MIssouri

Company: Amoco Production Company
Date of Interview: 10/27
Majors: PE1R GEE

Sign-up Method: Open

Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 10/13/95 DEADLINE 10/24/95 8AM
WORK LOCATION : TULSA, OKLAHOMA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996

Company: Archer Engineers
Date of Interview: 11/13, 11/
Majors : CNL

».

Wednesday, October 18, 1995

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up rele.ased 10/23/95 Deadline 10/30/95 8am
Work Location: Mission, Kansas
Start 1st co-op work session Spring 1996
Information meeting announced soon

Company: Cargill
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 11/14
Majors: CHE MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/24/95 Deadline: Tues., October 31,1995 8AM
WORK LOCATION: VARIOUS US LOCATIONS
Start 1st CO-OP work session Summer 1996 and/or Fall 1996
INFORM. MEETING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 201 NORWOOD HALL 6-9PM
ALL STUDENTS INTERVIEWING WITH CARGllL ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND

Company: Delta Companies
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 11/01
Majors: CIVL MIN MECH
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/18/95 . Deadline 10/25/95 8AM
Work Location: SOUTHEAST MO, SOUTHERN IL, NORTHEAST AR AND 16 STATES
US & CANADA & INTERNATIONAL
1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 96 AND OR SUMMER 1996

Company: Design Nine Inc.
SiglJ-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/26
Majors: CNL
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/ 12/95 Deadline 10/19/95 8am
Work Location: SI. Louis, MO
Start 1st co-op work session spring 1996. Prefer students with
railroad transportation industry interest

Company: Detroit Tool
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 11/02
Majors: MECH ELEC
US/perm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/11/95 DEADLINE 10/20/95 8AM
Work Location: Lebanon, Missouri
START 1ST co-op WORK SESSION SPRING 1996

.

Company: Donnelly Corporation
Date of Interview: 11/02
Majors: ELEC

.

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 10/12/95. DEADLINE 10/19/95 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996
Specialists IN AUTOMATION & ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESIGN
LOCATED IN CHESTERFIELD, MISSOURI

GRANiTE CIlY SJE

1951 state street
GraNte aty, Il 62
Attn: Mr,I.aJYMcC
Degree level: B
~jors: CHE E
Grad Dates:0595

Sign~up Method:' PRS-OPEN
Company: GE Lamp Plant
Date of Interview: 11/14
Majors: CER MECH ELEC
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Junior standing.
Sign-up released 10/24/95 DEADLINE 10/31/95 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996

Company: Harcros Pigments
Date of Interview: 11/21
Majors: CHE

~:

PoiIbnAIdcde: ~
Po9tfon location:
()eOCIreforWrrlt

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

LDDS WORLD CO~
One Williams Can
Tulsa, OK 74121
Attn: Ms, PatMcGrE
Degree level: BM
~jors:
ElEC
Grad Dates: 1295
~:
POOtbnAvcictJle: E

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Soph. Jr. Sr. Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 10/31/95. Deadline 1117/95 8:00am
Work Location: E. SI. Louis, illinois
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996

Company: Olin Corporation
Date of Interview: 11/02
Majors: MET MECH

Si~n-up

Method: PRS-OPEN

POOtIon locatloo: T
DeocIne forstbnitl

Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/20/95 Deadline 10/20/95 8am
Work Location: E. Alton, lllinois (close to SI. Louis)
1ST WORK JAN-AUG OR MAY-DECEMBER 1996
NOTE: CHANGED INTERVIEW DATE TO NOVEMBER 2, 1,995

Company: Paxon Company
Date of Interview:
Majors: MECH CHE CER

LDDS WORLD CON
One Wlnlams Cant
Ma,OK 74121
Attn: Mr. JayG\Jck
Degree level: B0
Nlajors: ElEC EN
Grad Dates: 1295

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

0IIzentjp:
POOiIon AVClIctll:
Position locatlon:
Deaci1eforS\brr/t1j

Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be
standing.
Sign-up released 10/10/95 DEADLINE 10/27/95
WORK LOCATION: BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
START WORK SPRING 1996
Will not interview on campus.Submit yoUr name on computer by the 27th.
Then Paxon will contact you directly if interested in interviewing yo u.

RASKAS FOODS
1313 North Newsteo

St.lou~, MO 6311.
Attn: 1Vr, Chis CeIooJ

Degree leVel: B tv
Company: V.A.W. Aluminum
Date of Interview: 11/ 10
Majors: MECH MET

Nlajors: 'CHE EM!

Sign-up Method: Open

Grad Dotes;OS9S 0-

~:
I
PodIIonAl'Ctible: Pr,

POSItion location: S

Minim um GPA: 2.950 Must be Soph. Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing .
Sign-up released 10/27/95 Deadline 11/3/95 8am
Work Location: Phoenix, AZ, SI. Augustine, FL
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996 -January 1996

Deacb for&..Omtti

SOlllTtCH INC

Company: Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview:
Majors: ELEC MECH NUCL CNL CHE
US/perm
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/26/95 - Deadline 1O/27-Company not interviewing on
-campus Work Location: Burlington, Kansas
Company requires a cover letter to accompany resume & transcript.
make cover letter Attn: WCNOC Attn: David Reynolds (WCHR), PO
Box 411, Burlington, KS 66839-0411. Bring to Co-op Office no later
than 10/27/95. WORK SESSION SPRING & SUMMER 1996

1i7

'

South Main SIre

~~hanes, MO ~

. Ms. Mary Freen

Deg ree leVel: BM
,,_
""jors: CMf'S M
GrOdDo

~~S:OS9S07

~~~:Q

~re~~
flitIIr

---
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ENTERGY OPERATIONS INC
Method: PRS-OPEN
1448 S.R. 333
Intervlew -Date: 11/07. 11/08
Russellville. AR 72801
Attn: Mr. John C . Dougherty. Sr. HR Specialist
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC MECH NUCL CMPS
Grad Dates:05 95 1295059 60796
CIIizensHp:
PostIfon Avalable :
Position Loca11on: Arkansas NudearO ne
Deadline forSlbmlt 1tngresu mes: October 19

GRANITE CITY STEEL
Method: PRS-OPEN
1951 State Street
Interview Date: 10/30
Granite City .IL 62040
Attn: Mr. Lany McCorm ick. Dept. Human Resources
Degree Level : B Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors:
CHE ELEC MECH MET
Grad Dates:05 95 1295 0596 0796

CItizenship:
PostIfonAvald:lle: tvt:nagem entAsrod ate
Position Location : Detroit; Portage .IN; Granite Oty. IL
Deadline for Slbmlttln g resumes: October 18
LDDS WORLD COMMUN ICATION S
Method: PRS-OPEN
One Williams Center
Interview Date: 11/02
Tuisa . OK 74121
Attn: Ms. Pat McGrew. HR Representative
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC
Grad Dates: 1295

CfflzensIip:

Position Available : Engineer S\NItch systems Hardward
Position Location: Tulsa. OK
Deadline forSlbmlt ting resumes: October 18
LDDS WORLD COMMUNICATIONS
Method: PRS-OPEN
One Williams Center
Interview Date: 11/01
Tuisa . OK 74121
Attn: Mr. Jay Gui d<. Director
Degree Level: B D MInimum GPA: 2.700
Majors:
ELEC EMAN MECH
Grad Dates: 1295

CItizenship:
PosII1on Avalable :
Position Location : DETAILS UNAVAILABLE AT THIS TIME
Deadline forSlbrrlt tlng resumes: Noverrbe r 17
RASKAS FOODS
Method : PRS-OPEN
1313 North Newstea d Avenue
Interview Date : 11/02
St. Louis. MO 63113
Attn: Mr. CI"Y1s Celeslie. Employee Relations Manager
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.150
Majors: , CHE EMAN MECH
Grad Dates:05 95 0795 1295

Cltlzenslip:
PosII1on Available : Production SupervIsor/Project Engineer
Position Location : st. Louis
Deadline for Slbmlttln g resumes: October 18

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS-MISSILE SYSTEM
Method: Open
P.O. Box 84 M/S 860
Interview Date: 10/26. 10/27·
Sherman . TX 75090
Attn: Mr. Aubrey Page. Lead EIec!r1caI Erglneer
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 3.150
Majors:
ELEC
Grad Dates: 1295
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available : Test Engheer
Position Loca11on: Sherman. TX
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 19 - 8:00 am
PRE-RECRUITMENTMEETlNG: ~ . October25- 7:OOpmMeramec Room-UCE
TRINITY CONSULTANTS. INC.
Method: PRS-OPEN
12801 N Central Expw Suite 1200
Interview Date: 10/31
Dallas. TX 75243
Attn: Ms. Hope Zettler. Human Resources AssIstant
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 3.350
Majors:
CHE CNL MECH
Grad Dates:05 95 1295 0596 0796

Cltlzenslip:
Position Available : Project Engineer
Position Location: Dallas; Atlanta; Overland Par\(; Baton Rouge;
Houson; Fort Collins
Deadline for Slbmlttln g resumes: October 18
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Monday. October 30 - 7:00 - Missouri
Room- UCE
AMOCO CORPORATION - CHANGE OF MEETING ROOM FOR PRE-RECR
UITMENT MEETING
Pre-Recr uitment Meeting: 7:00 pm 211 & 212 McNutt Hall Wednesd
ay. October 25th
AReO CONSTRUCTION -CHANGE OF RECRUmNG DATE
Recruitin g Date: October 23. 1995
IBM- CHANGE OF RECRUmNG DATE
ReaI.J1ilgDate: Noverrber3.1995

BHP STEEL USA
Method: Open
550 Californi a Street
Interview Date: 10/27
Son Francisco . CA 94104-1020
Attn: Mr. Dean W:lldran.Project Assistant
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC EMAN MECH MET
Grad Dates: 1295 00
CItizenship: US/Perm
PaitIonA'vd::t:lIe: Ergileerr g M::ragem entDevei opmentP rogcrn
Position LocaI1on:
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Thursdlay . October 26 - 7:00 pm - Maramec
Room-UCE
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 20

NATIONAL STEEL COMPANY HAS CANCELLED THEIR INTEINIEW
S.

Nationally recognized property management company is
seeking a M an&gerfo r 50-80 unit property in the Rolla area.

$

Excellen t benefItS and growth opportunity. EEOC employer.
The ideal candidate will have some experience In property
management, custome r relation skills, and some
accounting background.
Send resume to:

SOLUTECH. INC
Method: PRS-OPEN
117 South Main Street.
Interview Date: 10/26
St. Charles. MO 63301
Attn: Ms. Mary Freeman .
Degree Level : B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates:05 95 0795 1295

Cltlzenslip:
PosII1on Avalable: Consultant
Position Locations: St. Louis; Kansas City. Omaha. Des Moines
Deadline for Slbmlttln g resumes: October 19

-

Dorothy Hazard
7081 N. Shady Acres Lane
Strafford, MO 65757

~,~.,~~~--~---------·-~~I

ReHIFORMA.

u rgest Ubrary of InfDnnalion in U.S. -

. ..; a' subjects

Ordei catalog Today wilh Visa I MC or COD

800-351 -0222

or (310) 477·8226
Or, rush $2.00 10: R.. oan:h Information
11322ldaho Ave .. # 206-A. Los Angefes, CA 90025

. TH E - ' PROFESSIONAL . '

HAm.
CRAF l'ERS

· ·r

1720 NORTH BISHOP ROl.L'. MO 85401
TELEPHONE: 34 1·3800
JOY SU LLIVA N OWN ER/ STY U ST
DONNA JOHNSON STYLIST
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TRAFFIC TICKETS • D.W.I.
Nothing to do with Mom and Dad?
Bring them to:

Blue Lights, Big Trouble? ...not

necessarily.
Get some good advice.
Protect your legal rights and insurance premiums.

SPEEDING $50*
C&I
$100*
DWI(1.ST) $250*

THEATRE OF ILLUSION

. flnes and court costs are paid to the court and

not Included In the above figures.

St eve Danie ls, Attorney at Law
1007 N. Pine St. , Suite B6

."

341-3537

The Canterbury Club of
Christ Episcopal Church
Invites you to Join them
for Evening Service
every Sunday
at 6:00 PM

"

Parents' Day, October 21
8pm C~stleman Hall

,
lS"lB

FREE student tickets available cashier's window
U -C West (Public tickets $3)
Sponsored by:

p'

~~We'corne
~~B()()Kg'IDRE ·
1106 Pine Street
-----~-----------,

-••

15% off
T-Sh irts
Hats
Sweatshirts
Backpacks
10 Holders
Bumper Stickers

Expires 11/4/95

Parents
10 - 6
12 - 5

Open:
October 21
October 22

Saturday
Sunday

WE BUY ANY BOOk
WITH A NATIONAL
MARkET VALUE
ALL YEAR
LONG

L _________________ ....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The 1m,
Workshop, a fi
Missouri·Rolla
week. The I
Center (COC) .
two workshops
from 12:30.1:2
McNutt Hall,
Tuesday, Octol
Hall.
"We Want

not

Only 10 '

oilera1

e,

anss

s~den~ and

aI

of the COC"

everyone kn
all .
0,

~--------

.

- ....

'flng service
Vice CI
Ogmsky will w

